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(a.k.a DreamingBear)

“Baraka is the modern day Rumi!
His work deserves a wide diverse global audience.”
— New York Times best selling author Dr. Harold Bloomfield

www.ModernDayRumi.com

www.lovevolution.net
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“Baraka the mic is yours!” — Ram Dass
Chicken Soup for the Soul creator M.V. Hansen says, “Baraka is the best conscious poet on the
planet!” Baraka is an internationally renowned award-winning author of eight books & four albums,
on ‘Heart Science & Consciousness’ & is best known as Maui’s Poet Laureate of Nature; he is also
the leading voice of the Lovevolution Foundation non-profit 501(c)3. New York Times B.S.A.
Dr. Harold Bloomfield says, “Baraka is a modern day Rumi, and his work deserves a wide diverse
global audience.”
Baraka has traveled the world extensively performing before audiences as diverse as U.N. dignitaries,
universities/colleges, humanitarian aid events, & in theater/concert venues around the globe. Baraka
has been featured on the main stage at events such as The Harmony Festival, Nantucket Yoga Conference, Literacy to End Poverty, The Alchemy Conference, Iowa City Yoga Festival, & many more.
He has shared the stage with Lauren Hill, Dr. Bruce Lipton, Primus, Ani DiFranko, Julia ‘Butterfly’
Hill, India Arie, Michael Franti, Caroline Casey, The Flaming Lips, Primus, Edward Sharpe, Jai Uttal,
Damien Marley, George Clinton, Krishna Das, & a host of other luminaries committed to inspiring the
world. Baraka is a frequent guest in the media & has been featured on a myriad of radio, television,
& film programs as well as popular magazines such as Awareness, & Common Ground, & Inspiration to
name a few.
“Baraka is a master word-smith delivering his fervent message with extraordinary verbal dexterity and
social relevance. He’s a nomadic bard, a hip mystic and modern-language Sufic-style philosopher-poet
all rolled into the best verbal alchemist to hit the scene as long as I can remember! If you’d like to
experience a living combination of Spaulding Gray, Rumi, Jack Kerouac, Robin Williams, Shel
Silverstien, Michael Talbot and Thich Nhat Hanh – you owe it to yourself to see Baraka.”
— Frank Marino, Elevate Films
The foundation for Baraka’s work as a transformational epic orator and poetic storyteller is deeply attuned to the natural world & to the ancestry of his mixed cultural heritage as half Cherokee & half Palestinian. His time as a university teacher/researcher was further defined by three years spent living ‘off
the grid’ in a tree house on Maui. While immersed in the forest & farming life of an eco-village at Twin
Falls; he began to take his artistry to a new level and developed many of the works that have proven to
be inspiring to so many including the award winning book: Wild Love: Kissed into Consciousness.
Upon recognizing a great need for humanity to converge more deeply with the natural world; Baraka
went on to create The Lovevolution Foundation 501(c)3, Mauitopia Festival/School of Creative Arts,
eight best selling books including the work: Naked Singularity. In addition, he is credited with four poetic albums culminating in the soundtrack ‘Baraka: Wisdom of the Mystics’ a feature length theatrical
production featuring the words of Rumi, Hafiz, Kabir, Kahlil Gibran, Tukaram, Omar Khayyam & more.
The lush primordial forests and tropical canopies of Maui are Baraka’s muse, making nature his laboratory of choice as he seeks to evolve poetic languages to inspire a higher level of global consciousness.
Baraka is living the poem in Haiku, ever engaged in the creative process of translating the genius of
nature into linguistic works of art, and growing the Lovevolution Public Charity. Find out more about
Maui’s Poet Laureate by visiting www.ModernDayRumi.com and www.Mauitopia.us.
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The BARAKA tour is a completely unique traveling edutainment experience involving a synthesis of
exotic instruments & enchanting music, back-dropped by breakthrough projected time-lapse and CGI
visuals, & interdisciplinary quantum poetics designed to infuse audiences with enthusiasm for the
magic and wonder of the Cosmos. Each show focuses on a different theme including the wisdom of the
mystics, a journey around the universe, returning nature, dream yoga, and creative genius programs for
children. Each event culminates in a philosophical Q&A with Nature’s Poet Laureate from Maui Hawaii,
Baraka Kanaan. All proceeds, including donations, as well as ticket and product sales are tax deductible and go to the Lovevolution Foundation educational public charity tax ID# 37-1576756.

For tour dates and booking visit us at www.ModernDayRumi.com
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BARAKA: Wisdom of the Mystics is a unique opportunity to embark on a magic carpet
ride of poetic edutainment through ancient mystic voices. Beyond the boundaries of
imagination, we become enchanted by the likes of Rumi, Hafiz, Kabir, Omar Khayaam,
Tukaram, & Kahlil Gibran, in their most intimate love-letters to the cosmos!
This is a journey through the fabric of space-time, to a place where words literally become worlds. Along the way, we experience the ‘Lover & Beloved’ through theatrical portrayals of these most celebrated poets. The Mystics’ hilarious wisdom is backdropped by
spellbinding soundscapes, featuring a musical oasis in the ancient traditions of Turkey,
Persia, India, & Lebanon.
Sufi-Poetics & Whirling-Dervishes mesmerize the senses in combination with awe inspiring multimedia, & exotic-rare instruments of the ancient East. Entertainment meets
enlightenment through Baraka — the blessing of the Mystics.
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Journey To the Edge of the Universe is a unique invitation to for you to embark on
a personal virtual tour of space-time, stars, planets, galaxies, dimensions, and the
paradoxes of our multiverse; in an unprecedented multimedia dream experience.
Journey To the Edge of the Universe takes the audience on a 1st person perspective
exploration of the cosmos. Along the way we encounter, black holes, supernova,
parallel universes, and stellar oddities.
Journey To the Edge of the Universe features an aesthetically beautiful exploration of
the cosmos, combining state of the art projected CGI visuals of the known universe, exotic-rare instruments of world fusion music, and the ‘edutainment’ of new paradigm quantum physics poetics, culminating in a philosophical Q&A with Baraka Kanaan, Nature’s
Poet Laureate from Maui Hawaii.
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Return to Nature is an opportunity to experience the wild in a way you never have
before, from the perspective of its plant and animal inhabitants. Witness the real
time unfolding of flowers, whimsical social life of bees, & the elegance of the humming
birds and butterflies in flight. Imagination gets pollinated in this breakthrough mixedmedia experience designed to inspire a human engineered reversal of environmental
tipping points.
Return to Nature infuses the sights, sounds, beauty, and wonder of the natural word
into a voyage of biophilia, which explores our role as members of an interspecies Earth
family. We will unravel the genetic mystery through biomimicry, watch polar ices caps
recede, awe at the miracle of bioluminescence, explore latent internal technologies in
the human body, & become a part of the living ecosystem itself in order to understand
its inner workings.
Return to Nature features a visceral awakening of the senses, and a call to action on
behalf of the planet. You will be empowered through stunning time-lapse/high speed
projected visuals of animals, plants, insects, & natural phenomena in motion, combined with exotic-rare instruments of world fusion music, & the ‘edutainment’ of new
paradigm interdisciplinary poetics, culminating in a philosophical Q & A with Baraka
Kanaan, Nature’s Poet Laureate from Maui Hawaii.
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The Art of Lucid Dream Yoga is a round trip ticket into the ‘all at once time,
or everywhen’ of intentional dreaming, where all possibilities merge into a single
quintessence. Through the vehicle of consciousness we will circumnavigate the
trans-dimensional nexus hub of sentience called the noosphere, and ultimately
access dormant beyond space-time memory.
The Art of Lucid Dream Yoga is based upon the premise, “if you can dream it,
then you can be it...” and turns the participant into a time traveler of sorts, on a
thought expedition of sub-conscious exploration to the farthest reaches of one’s own
psyche. Through the creation of a waking dream environments, we will traverse the
myriad archetypes, explore various levels/kinds of dreaming, and harness the power of
concentrated visualization in order to build/master, and chronicle a personal dream
cartography.
The Art of Lucid Dream Yoga is a modern media marvel involving projected
hieroglyphic holography, in precision geometric symbology and cymatic motion imagery,
designed to induce theta state brain waves (or dream patterns). Surreal dreamscapes
are accentuated with exotic-rare instruments of world fusion music, & the ‘edutainment’ of new paradigm interdisciplinary poetics, culminating in a philosophical Q&A
with Baraka Kanaan, Nature’s Poet Laureate from Maui Hawaii.
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Creative Genius Program is an engaging opportunity for children of all ages to discover
their ‘inner Einstein’ by tapping into the inherent talent and muse of creative genius.
We encourage children to envision the most incredible version of themselves and then
enact it.
Genius means the genie within. Drawing from the power of imagination and the art of
multimedia storytelling, our thought expedition begins with captivating CGI/time-lapse
projected visuals of nature, the cosmos, and dream imagery designed to stimulate
higher reasoning. Exotic world-fusion instruments provide the magic carpet ride into
the world of possibility & edutainment. Baraka makes learning fun by empowering children to explore their creative potential as a tool for making the world a more sustainably beautiful place.
Through interactive poetic, musical, artistic, & educational motifs/activities, Creative
Genius Program is designed to give a deeper sense of connection to the child’s own
innate brilliance, affirms values of self-actualization, instills the importance of
maintaining balance with nature, and seeds a greater sense of global community awareness. Children are encouraged to dream big, & are given the confidence to access their
personal innovative abilities. Be the dream you seek is the motto, culminating in a Q&A
with Baraka Kanaan, Nature’s Poet Laureate from Maui Hawaii.
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Lovevolution Foundation is a 501(c)3 Maui based, globally active educational organization; dedicated to creating a social movement that is founded in global transformation
through individual inspiration. Together with community leaders, organizations that are
Earth conscious, as well as inspired thinkers of our time, we are coauthoring live theatrical concert events, and innovative conscious multimedia that use ‘eduatinment’ to
engage audiences in a fun/intelligent way on real world issues such as the environment,
peace advocacy, social justice, and creative self-actualization.
Visit us online www.Lovevolution.net, get involved and become a lovevolutionary today!
Bring the Lovevolution to you by hosting a Baraka concert experience in your area,
community, school, or organization. Advanced reservation is required.
All proceeds go towards the Lovevolution Foundation educational public charity dedicated to global transformation through individual inspiration. Tax ID: 37-1576756

Call our events coordinator at (808)446-1344.

Lovevolution Foundation
810 Haiku Rd. STE 113 #808
Haiku Hi, 96708
www.Lovevolution.net
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